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Abstract: Effective maintenance planning is essentialfor reducing Life Cycle 
Cost (LCC) of capital intensive industrial systems. Such systems are generally 
maintained at fleet level. Fleet level maintenance planning decisions, like level of 
repair decisions and spare parts stocking decisions, largely contribute to the Life 
Cycle Cost of the systems. In the present research, an integrated approach is 
developed to simultaneously optimize the level of repair decisions and spare 
parts stocking decisions while minimizing the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of fleet 
maintenance. In this research, failures of machine components are modeled using 
time dependent failure rate models thereby making the analysis more practical.  

Keywords: Fleet maintenance, reliability, level of repair analysis, spare parts 
optimization and life cycle cost. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known fact that a significant part of the life cycle cost of any equipment is spent 
on maintenance alone [1]. This is especially true for capital intensive industrial systems 
like wind turbine, gas turbine, production machine, aircraft etc., where unavailability of 
such systems may lead to significant down time losses and overall high maintenance 
costs. For example, the failure of a $ 5000wind turbine bearing may result into a 
$ 250,000 maintenance operation, as replacement requires special repair equipment and 
service crew, in addition to the loss of power generation [2]. Efficient maintenance 
planning for such systems is therefore becoming increasingly more important. 
Maintenance planning of such systems is generally carried out at fleet level with an 
objective to reduce the overall life cycle cost of the fleet maintenance system.  

A fleet is a group of identical machines operating at one location or different 
locations that share some common maintenance facilities. Each of these machines is 
actually a multi indenture system. Indenture refers to the physical configuration of a 
system like assemblies, modules/subassemblies and parts/components. Generally one or 
more locations, also called echelons, are considered for the maintenance. The life cycle 
cost of a fleet maintenance system is affected by many maintenance planning decisions. 
Level of Repair (LOR) decisions and spare parts stocking decisions are two most 
important decisions in any fleet maintenance planning. Level of Repair (LOR) decisions 
refer to a set of related decisions that include: 

− where (i.e., at which echelon) to perform maintenance; 
− at which indenture maintenance should be performed; 
− and extend to which maintenance should be performed (i.e., repair/ 

replacement/discard).  
Spare parts stocking decisions aim at obtaining the optimal number of repair spare 
inventories of different indentures at different echelons. LOR and spare stocking decisions 
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are interdependent as they jointly affect the life cycle cost of any fleet maintenance 
system. For example, if replacement decisions are made at assembly level and at first 
echelon, and if sufficient inventory of assemblies are not available at that echelon then it 
may lead to excessive downtime costs. On the other hand keeping excessive inventory at 
any echelon may lead to more holding costs. Similarly, if the decision of replacement is 
made at higher echelons then it may involve additional transportation cost and may also 
increase down time cost. However, the cost of holding the spares at higher echelons may 
be lesser than that at lower echelons and it may be economical to send the indenture to 
higher echelons for further maintenance decisions. Thus, Level of Repair (LOR) decisions 
and spare parts stocking decisions need to be made simultaneously for optimizing fleet 
maintenance performance. The main contribution of this paper is the joint optimization of 
level of repair and spares parts stocking decisions. Also, it considers time dependent 
failure rate models for the failures of parts of the machines thereby making the analysis 
more practical.  In the next section brief literature review is provided and findings from 
the literature are highlighted. Section 3 presents the problem description and formulation. 
Section 4 describes different life cycle cost models. Section 5 presents a numerical 
example to illustrate the proposed integrated approach. It also presents the sensitivity 
analysis of the integrated model. Section 6concludesthe paper and highlights future 
extensions. 
 

2. Literature Review 

This section reviews some of the latest works in the area of fleet level maintenance 
planning. Significant amount of literature is available that deals with the optimization of 
level of repair decisions considering a fixed spare inventory. A reference can be made to 
[1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8], for details of such approaches. Recently more focus is given to 
joint optimization of level of repairs and spare parts inventory. In the work of [9] a model 
is presented for optimizing quantity of spare parts and test equipment. It also aims at 
identifying optimal repair location. The approach aims at minimizing the number of 
backorders while meeting the life cycle cost constraints. It considers single indenture 
system. The author does not provide a detailed model for life cycle cost calculation. For 
example it ignores costs like, down time cost, transportation cost, etc. A joint optimization 
of level of repair analysis and spare parts decisions model is proposed in [10], considering 
the base problem of [9]. The difference in this proposed model compare to [9] is that it 
considers the infinite resource capacity as compare finite resource capacity in [9]. It 
considers the two echelons and single indenture system and constant failure rate of the 
components. The trade-off curve of spare investments costs vs. backorders and target 
availability of the system has been considered for the measures of the model performance. 
It considers the spare holding cost and number of backorders for the decision of stocking 
the spare parts. Authors compare the results of joint approach with sequential approach 
considering the computational time, cost reduction and average availability. It is observed 
that the join optimization gives better performance in terms of cost reduction and average 
availability. An iterative algorithm for joint optimization of level of repair and spare part 
stocking decision is presented in the work of [11]. It considers the multi-indenture and 
multi-echelons system and constant failure rate. In this approach, the basic idea is to first 
solve a Level of Repair Analysis (LORA), next solve the spare parts stocking problem 
considering the target availability, and then use the results of spare parts stocking decision 
to add an estimate of the holding costs to the LORA inputs and start a second iteration. In 
this way, it continues until a different improved solution is obtained. It performs better 
compared to the sequential and integrated approach highlighted in the work of [10]. A 
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multi-indenture level and single echelon of repair model is proposed in [12] by 
considering the relationship between maintenance time (i.e., spares waiting time) and 
spare stock level. It highlights the contradiction between spare waiting time and spare 
stock level. A marginal analysis based multi-item, multi-echelon inventory allocation 
model considering the availability of the fleet airlines is presented in [13]. It develops the 
relationship between the availability and backorders. The negative binomial distribution is 
considered for the backorders and suggested the binomial distribution is more suitable as 
compare to Poisson distribution for backorders.  In the work of [14], a multi-objective 
genetic algorithm based Monte Carlo simulation optimization considering the LORA and 
optimal number of spares is proposed. The optimization considers the repair cost and 
spare parts availability as objective function. Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate 
scenarios based on a dataset which includes the expected failures of the equipment and 
their associated probabilities. The repair cost is consisted of cost of spare parts, cost of 
spares transportation and cost of spares storage.  

Apart from these approaches, few authors focused on predicting number of failures 
at fleet level. Work done by [15, 16] deserve attention in this regard. Also reliability 
analysis at fleet level is attempted by [17]. A non-parametric approach for estimating the 
expected number of failures for large arrays of repairable units from an operational 
aircraft fleet is provided by [15]. It uses of the mean cumulative function (MCF) and 
linear estimates based on the recurrence rate to predict the expected number of failures. In 
the work of [16], a parametric approach using the power law process for multiple 
repairable units with differing reliability characteristics is proposed to predict the expected 
number of failures at fleet level. Though [15, 16] do not focus directly on fleet level 
maintenance planning aspects, they can be used to estimate the expected number of 
failures required in such planning. In the work of [17], A Reliability Block Diagram 
(RBD) based methodology using the Monte Carlo simulation technique is proposed for 
the modeling of the system reliability. It considered a case study of a utility plant which is 
supplying compressed air to the aluminum smelter plant. Similar Reliability Block 
Diagram (RBD) based methodology using the Monte Carlo simulation technique, is 
adopted in the current work to estimate the numbers of failures. A proportional hazard 
model to analyze the effect of operational environment for spare parts provisioning is used 
in [18]. In the work of [19], a simulation model is developed for approximations to 
calculate the expected backorder in multi-echelon system. It considered the lateral supply 
action between the bases, whenever a backorder occurs. It suggested that effect of lateral 
supply between the bases is beneficial only when the lateral supply time between the 
bases is less. An algorithm is presented by [20], to estimates the optimal spares quantity 
which minimizes the total cost and simultaneously satisfies the minimum service rate. 

 

In existing literatures, most of the researchers have devoted the efforts to develop 
more efficient level of repair analysis models. Scare amount of the works have been 
reported that simultaneously optimize level of repair and spare parts stocking decisions. 
Most of these approaches have considered the life cycle cost as a measure for fleet 
maintenance system performance. However, detailed models to estimate these costs are 
not adequately developed in the existing literature. Also, component failures are 
considered to follow constant failure rate models. It does not give the actual life behavior 
of the machine components. A time dependent failure rate model would make the analysis 
more practical. Present paper aims to bridge these gaps. The detailed problem is discussed 
in the next section. 
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3. Problem Description and Formulation 

Consider a fleet of “m” identical machines. Each machine is a multi-indenture system as it 
is made up of assemblies, modules and parts. Let P(ijk) represents the  kth part of jth 
module of ith assembly and m(ij)represents the   jthmodule of  ith assembly.  
where, i = 1 to a; j = 1 to bi; k = 1 to cj 
“a” is the number of assemblies in a machine and  bi is the number of modules in ith 
assembly and cj  is the number of parts in jthmodule. bi and  cj are subjected to system 
configuration constraints. For example, if a machine has the three assemblies then a =
3 (i.e.,i = 1 to 3) and assembly 1 has only two modules out of which module 1 has two 
parts and module 2 has three parts then following system configuration constraints will be 
applicable:  
If    i = 1, then b1 = 2 (𝑖. 𝑒., j = 1 to 2) and  
for  i = 1 and j = 1 then c1 = 2 (𝑖. 𝑒. , k = 1 to 2) and 
for  i = 1 and j = 2 then c2 = 3 (𝑖. 𝑒. , k = 1 to 3) 
Let us assume that at every indenture level items are arranged reliability wise in series. 
Failures of machine occur because of failures at lowest level indenture item i.e., parts 
failures. It is assumed that the failures of parts are independent. Let time to failures of 
parts follow time dependent failure rate distributions. In the present research two 
parameters Weibull distribution is considered for the same. Let ηijk and βijk be the 
characteristics life and shape parameter respectively of time to failures distribution of 
part  Pijk. Whenever a machine fails, the same is restored (maintained) by discarding either 
assembly or module or part. The discard of any indenture item brings 100 % restoration at 
that particular indenture level, while it brings lesser restoration at higher indenture levels. 
For example, discard of a part brings 100 % restoration at that part level and lesser 
restoration at module level and least restoration at assembly level. Thus the discard at any 
indenture level can also be seen as repair at higher indenture levels with reduced degree of 
restoration. In fleet maintenance system, these maintenance or restoration actions can be 
made at various repair locations called echelons. Three echelons system is common in 
most of the fleet maintenance. These are generally named as base, depot, and OEM 
(contractor). The same nomenclature is used in present research. Thus, fleet maintenance 
system is a multi-indenture and multi-echelon system. Figure 1 shows the pictorial view 
of a fleet maintenance system. 
 

In a fleet maintenance planning mainly two types of decisions are made. 
 

1. Level of repair analysis 
2. Spare parts optimization 
 

Level of repair analysis aims at identifying optimal level of echelon for maintenance (i.e., 
base, depot or OEM), optimal level of indenture at which maintenance is performed (i.e., 
assembly, module or part) and optimal type of maintenance action (i.e., repair, 
replacement or discard). As mentioned earlier, repair of assembly would mean discard at 
module or parts level. Similarly, repair of module mean discard at part level. Therefore, in 
the present research, all the decisions are considered in terms of discard only. The 
discarded indenture item is replaced by the similar new item from the spare inventory at 
that echelon where the decision is made. Available infrastructure facilities at each echelon 
may impose some constraints to possible maintenance decisions. 
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    Table 1 provides such maintenance decision constraints used in the present research.  

Table 1: Maintenance Decision Constraints 
Indenture Echelon 1 

(base) 
Echelon 2 
(Depot) 

Echelon 3 
(OEM) 

Assembly √ √ x 
Module x √ √ 
Part x √ √ 

     Table 1 suggests that at echelon 1, only possible maintenance decision is the discard of 
assembly. If assemblies discard decision is not made at echelon 1 then the assembly is 
transported to echelon 2 for further decision making. At echelon 2 all the three 
maintenance decisions, i.e., discard of assembly, module or part is possible. Once any 
decision is made at echelon 2 the new (after discard of assembly decision) or repaired 
(after discard of the module or part) assembly is transported back to echelon 1 where it is 
fitted into the machine. If the final decision is not made at echelon 2 then the failed 
module is removed and transported to echelon 3 for further decision making. Possible 
decisions at echelon 3 are the discard of module or discard of failed part. Once any 
decision is made at echelon 3 the new (after discard of module decision) or repaired (after 
discard of the part) module is transported to echelon 2 where it is fitted into the assembly 
and then the repaired assembly is transported back to echelon 1 and fitted into the 
machine. 

     Spare parts optimization aims at obtaining optimal number of repair spares for 
assemblies, modules and parts to be stored at various echelons. Traditionally, LOR 
decisions and spare parts decisions are optimized sequentially, i.e., first level of repair 
decision is made which is followed by decision of spare parts. However, as discussed 
earlier, number of repair spares for any indenture required at any echelon depends on the 
level of repair decisions. It is therefore hypothesized in this research that joint 
optimization of LOR and number of spare parts may be economical for the fleet 
maintenance system. Present paper develops an integrated approach for fleet level 
maintenance planning that optimizes LOR decisions and spare parts decisions 
simultaneously while minimizing Life Cycle Cost of fleet maintenance. Life cycle cost of 
fleet maintenance is expressed as the Present Value(PVfm)of one time investment (non-
recurrent cost) for installing fleet maintenance facility and recurrent cost for fleet 
maintenance activities. Table 2 presents the details of various costs in fleet level 
maintenance planning.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Fleet Maintenance System 
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These costs depend on a set of decision variables represented by{𝑰,𝑬, 𝐒}. {𝑰} represents 
matrix of decisions denoting the level of indenture (i.e., assembly, module, part) at which 
the maintenance decisions are performed on failure of machine parts. It can take any value 
from 1 to 3 with 1  representing discard of assembly, 2 representing discard of 
corresponding module, and 3  representing the discard of failed part.{𝑬} also represents a 
matrix of decision indicating the level of echelons at which replacement is performed (i.e., 
base or depot or OEM level) on the failure of machine parts. It can also take any value 
from 1 to 3 with 1 representing discard at base level, 2  representing discard at depot level 
and 3 representing discard at OEM level. Thus the maintenance action constraints 
represented in Table 1 can be written as: 
 

If, 𝐼 = 2 𝑜𝑜 3 then, 𝐸 > 1; and if𝐼 = 1 then 𝐸 < 3 
 

{𝐒} denotes the number of spares for various indentures at a given echelon. Thus, {𝐒}can 
be further considered as a matrix of three decision 
variables�𝐒(𝐢)𝐞 , 𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞 , 𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞�.Where, 𝐒(𝐢)𝐞 is the number of ith spare assembly at echelon 𝑒;  
𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞 is the number of jth spare module of ith assembly  at echelon 𝑒; 𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞 is the number 
of kth spare part of jth module of ith assembly at echelon 𝑒. Each of these decision 
variables can take any integer value from  0 𝑡𝑜 ∞. Each echelon generally has the space 
limitations for keeping the spares for various parts, modules and assemblies. Let 𝑉𝑒be the 
total space available for keeping the spare inventory at echelon  𝑒, then the space 
constraints at any echelon can be written as: 
 

�∑ �𝐒(𝐢)𝐞 × v(i)� + ∑ ∑ �𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞 × v(ij)�
bi
j=1

a
i=1

a
i=1 + ∑ ∑ ∑ �𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞 × v(ijk)�

c,
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1 � ≤ Ve  

for e = 1 to 2                                                                                                                                   (1) 
v(i), v(ij), v(ijk) are the space required for ith assembly, jth module ofith assembly and kth 
part of jth module of ith assembly, respectively. Thus, the problem can be expressed 
mathematically as 
 
 

Minimize, 
                                      𝐏𝐏𝐟𝐟                                                                                           (2) 

 

subject to, 
− Space constraints; 
− System configuration constraints; 
− Echelons specific maintenance constraints; 

 

These constraints are already discussed in this section. In the next section detailed models 
to calculate Life Cycle Cost of fleet maintenance (i.e., PVfm) is presented. 
 

4. Life Cycle Cost Models 

The Life Cycle Cost is the sum of all costs incurred during its life span i.e., acquisition 
and operation cost. In the present work Life Cycle Cost of fleet maintenance is the 

Table 2: Elements of Life Cycle Costs in Fleet Maintenance System 
Non-Recurrent cost Recurrent cost 

− Maintenance equipment cost 
− Maintenance infrastructure cost 
− Technical documentation cost 
− Training cost for service crew 
− Spare holding facility cost 

− Failure cost 
• Cost of consumables 
• Downtime cost 
• Transportation cost 
• Stock-out cost 
− Spare parts holding cost 
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discounted sum of Non Recurrent Cost (NRC) and Annual Average Recurrent Cost 
(AARC) over the life of the system. It is expressed in terms of Present Value (PVfm) as 
given in equation  (3).  
 

PVfm =  NRC +  ∑ � 1
(1−r)y

 × (AARC)y�L
y=1                                                                                (3)  

 

where, L is the expected life of machine and𝑜 is the annual discount rate. 
 

Elements of recurrent and non-recurrent costs in fleet maintenance are given in Table  2. 
Detailed models to calculate these costs are presented in following subsections. 
 

4.1. Non-Recurrent Cost Models 

Non Recurrent Cost (NRC) is the one time investment made in installing the maintenance 
facility. It is further divided into two parts i.e., Decision Independent Non-Recurrent 
Cost(DINRC) and Decision Dependent Non-Recurrent Cost(DDNRC). The Decision 
Independent Non-Recurrent Cost(DINRC)is sum of the total cost for acquiring and 
installing the general maintenance equipments and other facilities at each echelon. Some 
general purpose maintenance equipment and facilities will always be required at each 
echelon irrespective of fleet maintenance decisions; therefore this cost does not depend on 
the decisions. The Decision Dependent Non-Recurrent Cost(DDNRC)is the onetime 
maintenance facility cost, required based on given decisions of level of indenture{𝑰}and 
echelons {𝑬}against the failure of part(ijk). Thus non-recurrent cost can be written as: 
 

NRC = ∑ DINRCe3
e=1 + ∑ ∑ ∑ �DDNRC(ijk)�{𝑰,𝑬}

cj
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1                                                       (4)  

 

Where �DDNRC(ijk)�{𝑰,𝑬}
 is the one time investment required based on failure of kth part 

of jth module of ith assembly based on decision of {𝑰,𝑬}. 
 
 

4.2. Annual Average Recurrent Cost Models 
 
 

The Annual Average Recurrent Cost(AARC)is the cost that incurs every year throughout 
the life of the system. It mainly includes annual failure cost and annual spare holding cost. 
Following subsection presents the detailed models to calculate the failure and spare 
holding costs. 
 

4.2.1. Annual Average Failure Cost Models 
 
 

The Annual Average Failure Cost (AAFC) is the cost that incurs whenever a machines 
fails. it includes following costs. 

− Consumables Cost 
− Downtime Cost 
− Transportation cost 
− Stock-out cost 

These costs depend on the decisions{𝑰,𝑬,𝑺} and are calculated as follows; 
Annual Average Consumables Cost(AACC):  This cost includes the cost of new indenture 
and other consumables such as oil, grease etc. The equation (5) describes the annual 
average cost of consumables in fleet maintenance. 
 

AACC = ∑ ∑ ∑ ��C(ijk)�{𝑰}
×  �NFy (ijk)�{𝑰}

× m�
cj
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1                                                        (5)  

 

where�𝐶(ijk)�{𝑰}
is the cost of consumables against the failures of each part (ijk )based on 

indenture decisions {𝑰}and �NFy (ijk)�{𝑰}
is the number of failure of part (ijk)based on 
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decisions {𝑰}in ythyear. m represents the total number of machine in a fleet. In the present 
work, �C(ijk)�{𝑰}

 is mainly considered to be the cost of new indenture and other 
consumable cost are considered negligible. 
Annual Average Downtime cost(𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀): Down time cost is the cost of unavailability 
of the system during the corrective action on failure of part(ijk). It mainly includes the 
production loss cost during the down time of the system. The total down time is the 
summation of downtime for repair action and transportation time. The equation (6) 
describes the annual average down time cost against the failure of each part(ijk)in 
yth  year.  
 

AADTC =  ∑ ∑ ∑ ���TTR(ijk)�{𝑰}
+ �TTT(ijk)�{𝑬}

� × �NFy (ijk)�{𝑰}
× m × Cdt�

cj
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1   (6)  

where, �TTR(ijk)�{𝑰}
 denotes to time to repair against the failure of each part (ijk) based on 

indenture decisions{𝑰}. Basically time to repair includes the time for removing the failed 
assembly form the system and reinstalling new or repaired assembly in the system. If 
assembly is repaired than time to repair also includes the time required for replacing lower 
level indenture items. Generally the time required to replace the end indenture (i.e., part) 
are more than that for the replacement of the first indenture (i.e., assembly).�TTT(ijk)�{𝑬}

 is 
the total transport time against the failure of each part (ijk) based on decisions {𝑬}. It 
includes the time required to transport any indenture from base level to any of the higher 
echelons and send it back to the base level for fitting into the machine.Cdt denotes the 
down time cost per hour. 
Annual Average Transportation Cost(𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀): Annual average transportation cost is the 
annual cost that incurs in transporting a given indenture from base level to given send it 
back to the base level. Base level is considered as onsite therefore if the repair decision is 
made at base level than transportation cost will be zero. The equation (7) describes the 
annual average transportation cost against the failure of each part(ijk). 
 

AATC = ∑ ∑ ∑ ��TC(ijk)�{𝑬}
×  �NFy (ijk)�{𝑰}

× m�
cj
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1                                                    (7)  

�TC(ijk)�{𝑬}
 is the total cost of transportation based on decision {𝑬} against the failure of 

part(ijk). Generally it is calculated as some percentage of the cost of the indenture. 
Annual Average Stock-out Cost(𝐀𝐀𝐒𝐀𝐀): The stock-out cost is the down time cost due 
to the unavailability of spare parts of a given indenture at given echelons. Whenever the 
available number of spares for any indenture at any echelon is less than the required 
number of spare indenture, same is procured from OEM. Thus the cost of stock-out 
includes the downtime cost due to the delay in getting the spare inventory from the OEM 
and transportation cost of transporting the spare inventory from OEM to the required 
echelon. It is assumed that OEM has infinite number of spare inventory thus the stock-out 
cost at OEM level will be zero. The annual average stock out cost can be expressed as 
follows.  
 

AASOC = ∑ ��∑ �Q(i)e − 𝐒(𝐢)𝐞
�a

i=1 + ∑ ∑ �Q(ij)e − 𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞
�bi

j=1
a
i=1 + ∑ ∑ ∑ �Q(ijk)e −

cj
k=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1

2
e=1

𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞
�� × �(TDelay )e × Cdt +  (TC)(e)��                                                                                       (8)  

 

where,Q(i)e, Q(ij)eand Q(ijk)eare the annual quantity of assembly, module and parts 
respectively, required at echelon e. These quantities can be estimated based on the number 
of failures of the part (ijk) in 𝑦𝑡ℎ year �𝑖. 𝑒. , NFy (ijk)� and corresponding decision 
of{𝑰}. S(i)e , S(ij)eand S(ijk)eare the spares decisions for assembly, module and part at 
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echelon 𝑒 respectively.�TDelay �eis time delay in getting the shortage quantity of required 
indenture at echelon 𝑒 form OEM. (TC)(e)is the cost of transporting the shortage quantity 
of required indenture from OEM to the required echelon𝑒. 
 

Thus, the Annual Average Failure Cost (AAFC) can be written as the summation of 
equation (5),(6), (7)and(8). Mathematically it is represented as; 
 
 

AAFC = AACC + AADTC + AATC + AASOC                                                                            (9) 
 
 
 

4.2.2. Annual Average Spare Holding Cost Model 

Annual Average Spare Holding Cost(ASHC) is the cost of carrying the inventory of spare 
parts of different indentures at different echelons. It includes annualized insurance, 
physical handling, inventory storage cost such as cost to rent, lease, or finance for storage 
facility and inventory risk cost (i.e., cost of obsolescence, damage, shrink, deterioration 
etc.,). Carrying cost generally depends on the cost of the indenture. Costly item requires 
more holding cost than the less costly item. Thus the holding cost varies with assembly, 
module and part. Also holding cost may vary with echelons. Generally holding the 
inventory is costlier at base level than at depot level. Similarly holding the inventory at 
depot level is costlier than holding at OEM level. The annual average spare holding cost is 
expressed as shown in equation(10). 
 

AASHC = ∑ �∑ �
𝐒(𝐢)𝐞
𝟐

× h(i)e� + ∑ ∑ �
𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞

2
×  h(ij)e�

bi
j=1

a
i=1

a
i=1 + ∑ ∑ ∑ �

𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞
2

×
Cj
K=1

bi
j=1

a
i=1

2
e=1

 h(ijk)e�� + OEMs                                                                                                                           (10)  
 
 

where, h(i)e,h(ij)eand h(ijk)e are the holding cost per assembly, module and parts 
respectively, at echelon e per year. OEMs  is the annual fixed holding cost of spare 
inventory at OEM level. 

𝐒(𝐢)𝐞
2

  is the average quantity of ith spare assembly at echelon 𝑒. 
𝐒(𝐢𝐢)𝐞
2

 

is the average quantity of jth spare module of ith assembly at echelon 𝑒 and 
𝐒(𝐢𝐢𝐢)𝐞
2

 is the 
average quantity of kth spare part of jth module of ith assembly at echelon 𝑒. 
 
 

Thus, the annual average recurrent cost can be calculated as the sum of equation 
(9) and (10). Mathematically it is represented as; 

AARC =  AAFC +  AASHC                                                                                                          (11) 
 

5. Numerical Example 

In order to illustrate the application of the proposed methodology let us consider an 
example of a fleet having 10 machines(𝑖. 𝑒., m = 10). Let each machine has one 
assembly(𝑖. 𝑒., a = 1) andthe assembly has three modules(𝑖. 𝑒., b1 = 3)out of which 
module 1 has three parts(𝑖. 𝑒., c1 = 3), module 2 has two parts(𝑖. 𝑒., c2 = 2)and module 
3 has four parts(𝑖. 𝑒., c3 = 4). Let time to failures of parts follow two parameters Weibull 
distributions with parameters values as shown in Table 3. Tables 4 and 5 provide the 
consumable cost and time to repair respectively, against the failures of each part(ijk) 
based on decision{𝑰}. A three echelons maintenance facility viz., Base (echelon 1), depot 
(echelon 2) and OEM (echelon 3) is available to support the repair decisions for these 
machines. Tables 6 and 7 provide the values of the decision independent and 
decisiondependent non-recurrent costs respectively. Let transportation cost be as shown in 
Table 8 and holding cost be as shown in Table  9. These costs are generally incurred 
based on the cost of the components as shown in Tables 8 and 9. If the discard decision is 
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made at echelon 1 then no transportation cost is involved. However, if the decision is 
made at echelon 2 then the transportation of assembly from base to echelon 2 and back to 
base level will be involved as shown in Table 8. If the decision is made at echelon 3 then 
additionally, the cost of transportation of module from echelon 2 to 3 and back to echelon 
2 will be required. Holding cost depends on indenture as well as on echelon as shown in 
Table 9.However, the holding cost for echelon 3 is considered as fixed as it has infinite 
capacity to hold the spare inventories. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Two-parameter Weibull Distribution for each part P(ijk) 
Parameter 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟏 𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟐 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 

  𝛃𝐢𝐢𝐢   
(Scale parameter) 3 2.6 2.5 2.2 2.3 2.6 2 2.7 3 

𝛈𝐢𝐢𝐢 
(Shape parameters, in 

hrs.) 
6000 3500 5000 5000 4000 2500 2000 3000 4000 

Table 4: Consumable Cost �C(ijk)�𝑰(in INR) 
𝐏𝐢𝐢𝐢 Assembly(𝑰 = 𝟏) Module(𝑰 = 𝟐) Part (𝑰 = 𝟏) 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 70000 15000 3500 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 70000 15000 2500 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 70000 15000 4000 
𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟏 70000 10000 4000 
𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟐 70000 10000 3000 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 70000 25000 5000 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 70000 25000 4000 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 70000 25000 6000 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 70000 25000 3000 

Table 5: Time To Repair �TTR(ijk)�{𝑰}
(in hours) 

𝐏𝐢𝐢𝐢 Assembly(𝑰 = 𝟏) Module(𝑰 = 𝟐) Part (𝑰 = 𝟏) 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 4 6 8 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 4 6 10 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 4 6 9 
𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟏 4 7 10 
𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟐 4 7 12 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 4 10 12 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 4 10 15 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 4 10 13 
𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 4 10 13 

Table 6: Decision Independent Non-Recurrent Cost (DINRC𝑒)(in INR) 
𝐞𝟏 (Base) 𝐞𝟐(Depot) 𝐞𝟏(OEM) 
100000 150000 200000 
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Table 10 describes the total transportation time spent during the travel between the base 
level to different echelons and sends it back to the base level. Table 11 shows the stock-
out delay and transportation cost for getting the spare inventory form echelon 3 to a given 
indenture in the case of stock-out at that indenture. 
     Let the space available for keeping different indentures at echelon 1 and 2 is 100 m3 
and 200 m3 respectively. Let the space required for keeping the individual indentures at 
each echelon is as follows: for assembly v(i) = 30 𝑚3, for the each module  v(ij) = 8 𝑚3 
and for each part  v(ijk) = 5 𝑚3. Let the down time cost (Cdt) be  1,000/− INR per hours 
and expected life of each machine is 10 years and annual discount rate is 5%. 
     In order to solve this numerical problem, number of failures of the each part of a 
machine will be required under following three cases. 
 

1. Number of failures if the entire assembly consisting of failed part is replaced,  
2. Number of failures if module consisting of the failed part is replaced, 
3. Number of failures if part is replaced 

 
 

 
Table 7: Decision Dependent Non-Recurrent Cost�𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶(𝑖𝑖𝑖)�{𝑰,𝑬}

(in INR) 

𝐏𝐢𝐢𝐢 
Assembly (𝑰 = 𝟏) Module(𝑰 = 𝟐) Part (𝑰 = 𝟏) 
𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟐𝟐 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟐 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

𝐏𝟏𝟏𝟏 10000 6000 - - 4000 2000 - 2000 1000 

Table 8: Transportation cost�TC(ijk)�{𝑬}
(in INR/item) 

𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 

- 20% of Assembly cost 
20% of Assembly  

+  
10 % of module cost 

Table 9:Holding cost (in INR/item) 

Indenture level  (I) 𝐡 (INR/item/year) 𝐀𝐄𝐎𝑺 (INR/year) 
𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 

Assembly  level (𝑰 = 𝟏) 20% 10% 
30,000 Module level (𝑰 = 𝟐) - 8% 

Part level (𝑰 = 𝟏) - 3% 
Table 10: Total Transportation time �TTT(ijk)�{𝑬}

(in hours) 

Echelons 𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 
𝐄𝟏  - 48 96 
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Simulation approach is used to calculate the number of failures under these three cases. 
BlockSim simulation software (http://www.reliasoft.com/BlockSim/index.html) is used 
for calculating the number of failures. Let the problem is subjected to the space 
constraints, system constraints and echelons specific maintenance constraints discussed in 
the section 3. The size of the solution space increases exponentially with number of 
machines in a fleet, number of assemblies in a machine, number of modules in an 
assembly and number of parts in a module. In the present research with only two decision 
variables viz.,{𝑰,𝑬} the solution space becomeD{Total number of parts}, where D =
{number of 𝑰 options × number of 𝑬 options}. In presented numerical example, an 
assembly consists of total nine parts and for each part there will be𝑰 = 1 to 3, and𝑬 =
1 to 3 . Then the solution space becomes (3 × 3) {9} = 387420489. Solution size further 
multiplies with third decision variable i.e., repair spare option{𝐒}. Thus it becomes 
computationally complex problem to solve through conventional optimization algorithms. 
In this paper Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to solve the problem. The problem is solved 
using in built Genetic Algorithm of @ RISKOptimizer software [21]. An improved 
solution was obtained after "17642"  trials. Table 12 describes the optimal decisions of 
level of repair for each part and optimal spare parts quantity. It also shows the 
corresponding minimum life cycle cost (PVfm ) value. Table 12 can be read as follows. 
Whenever part  P111 fails, corresponding module (i.e.,𝑰 = 𝟐) will be discarded at OEM 
level (i.e.,𝑬 = 𝟏); whenever part  P121 fails, the assembly (i.e.,𝑰 = 𝟏) will be discarded at 
base level (i.e.,𝑬 = 𝟏), etc. Also, optimal spare parts decisions for part  P122 at e = 2 is 
5 (i.e., 𝐒𝟏𝟐𝟐 = 𝟓) and for part P121 and P133the optimal number of spares of assemblies at 
e = 1 is3 (i.e., 𝐒𝟏 = 𝟏). In the same way, decisions corresponding to the failure of other 
parts can be read from Table 12. It was also observed that the optimal solution obtained 
did not change with small variation in the genetic algorithm parameter like population 
size, crossover probability and mutation rate. In this illustration the value of these 
parameters are used as follows: the population= 50, crossover probability = 0.75 and 
mutation rate= 0.1.The sensitivity analysis of the illustrated approach to the down time 
cost, transportation cost and holding cost is also performed. The analysis is performed 
with ± 10 % variation in these costs. The results of sensitivity analysis are not presented 
in this paper. However it was observed that this approach is not sensitive to down time 
cost, but it is sensitive to spare holding cost and transportation cost. It is recommended 
that spare holding cost and transportation cost should be captured as accurately as possible 
for a particular fleet maintenance system. 
 
 
 

 

Table 11: Stock-out delay �TDelay �ein hours and Transportation cost (TC)(e) 
between different echelons 

Echelons 𝐄𝟏  𝐄𝟐 𝐄𝟏 
Stock-out delay �TDelay �ein hours between different echelons 

𝐄𝟏  108 60 - 
Transportation cost (TC)(e) between different echelons 

𝐄𝟏  15% of indenture cost 5% of indenture cost - 
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6. Conclusion 

An integrated approach for maintenance planning of fleet systems has been developed in 
this paper. It simultaneously optimize decision of location of maintenance, level of 
indenture for maintenance, degree of maintenance and level of repair spares inventory at 
different echelons. Another important addition to the body of knowledge is the use of time 
dependent failure rate model for different part failure in a machine. This will help in 
future to consider Preventive Maintenance (PM) for machine and integrate PM plan with 
above mentioned decisions. The paper also presents detailed models to calculate the life 
cycle costs in fleet maintenance system. The approach presented in this paper is robust 
against the small variation in model parameters. It is expected that application of proposed 
approach to real world problem will used to significant saving to the industries. 
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